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Explanation of Part II Modules – “Community-flow”

Part II (Module 3):
- Improving Overall Community Performance by Re-Examining Public Services
- This module contains a single list of public-service related items for Communities to consider
  - It should take about 30 minutes to present this module
Public-Service Items for Communities to “CONSIDER”
Item One

- Locally-Sponsored Events
Item Two

- Arts & Performances
Item Three

- Community Website
Item Four

- Community Center
Item Five

- Youth Sports Programs
Item Six

- Youth Acting Programs
Item Seven

- Exercise & Nutrition Programs
Item Eight

- Public Library
Item Nine

- Community Speakers
Item Ten

- Adult Sports Programs
Item Eleven

- Citizen Meetings
Item Twelve

- Historical Center
Item Thirteen

- Citizen Volunteer Programs
Item Fourteen

- Energy Conservation Programs
Item Fifteen

- University-Public Interface
Item Sixteen

- Reclaimed Water
Item Seventeen

- Public-Access Routes
Item Eighteen

- Recycling
Item Nineteen

- Public Gardening
Item Twenty

- Online Payments
Item Twenty-one

- Broadband
Evaluation Instrument

Please respond by entering a number from 0% to 100%.

1. To what degree was this information useful to you?
2. To what degree do you intend to implement these ideas?
3. To what degree was the information presented in a professional manner?